In response to cyclist wishes for more fast-paced fun at 24H MOSPORT VELO Grand Prix
Cycle Relay, our inaugural event is adding the 360 Challenge.
Lasting six straight hours (360 minutes) from 2 until 8 pm on Friday,
September 20th, the 360 Challenge enables cyclists with limited
available participation windows to actively take part in the team
excitement of 24H MOSPORT VELO.
Friends, co-workers and family members, can team together for
fundraising to help Special Olympics, the extraordinary opportunity
to cycle on Mosport’s legendary GP track, and the chance to claim the
first 360 Challenge Cup.
This is your incredible chance to enjoy friendly cycling competition, earn year-long bragging
rights plus a beautiful award to display, and support a global movement that positively
changes lives. Register and gear up now!
WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?

FEES

FUNDRAISING

Anyone with TEAM spirit
and a desire to support a
great organization like
SPECIAL OLYMPICS!

The Team Challenge
registration fee is $750
(5 to 10 members per
team)

Each team is also required to
raise a collective minimum of
$1,500 in participant pledges for
Special Olympics Ontario

REGISTRATION
Each team will need to designate a Team Captain, who will be responsible for team creation
and management tasks. Each team will consist of 5-10 members, single or mixed gender
and must be over 18 years of age.

To recognize your BEST efforts, we will be offering the following award categories:
TOP FUNDRAISING
(TEAM)

TOP FUNDRAISING
(INDIVIDUAL)

MOST LAPS
(TEAM)

MOST LAPS
(INDIVIDUAL)

Quick and Easy - Click Here to Register Today!
This is an important fundraising event for Special Olympics Ontario. Raising funds and
awareness from events such as this is what makes us tick! Over 26,000 registered athletes
and their family members rely on our organization every day to make a difference and
provide individuals with an intellectual disability a place where they belong, and the
opportunity to participate/compete in sports.

